
The Department of Applied Linguistics and ESL at Georgia State University (downtown Atlanta 

campus) invites applications for a full-time, renewable, non-tenure-track Applied Linguistics 

Lecturer to start fall semester 2023. Responsibilities include teaching eight undergraduate/graduate 

applied linguistics courses per academic year, four in fall and four in spring, with an option to teach 

in summer for additional compensation. 

 

Essential qualifications:  

• Ability to teach TESOL methods, as well as other Applied Linguistics courses in the 

undergraduate and graduate Applied Linguistics programs 

• Interest in teaching and mentoring students of diverse backgrounds 

• A Ph.D. or evidence that a Ph.D. will be awarded by August 2023 

 

Preferred qualifications: 

• Previous experience with teaching undergraduate and graduate courses in Applied 

Linguistics/TESOL, including core areas of linguistics 

• Previous experience with teaching second/foreign languages 

 

Applicants should submit the following material: 

• Letter of application that details how the qualifications are met 

• Curriculum vitae 

• Statement of teaching philosophy with the information on how they will facilitate a diverse 

and inclusive learning environment both in and outside the classroom 

• Evidence of teaching effectiveness (sample syllabi, student evaluation, etc.) 

• A list of three professional references (name, title, email address, and telephone number) who 

are willing to provide letters of reference 

 

The department encourages applicants with a passion for teaching and mentoring students.  

Please submit all materials electronically to ykim39@gsu.edu. All documents should be combined 

into a single PDF file (LASTNAME,FIRSTNAME.pdf) and submitted as an email attachment. The 

review of applications will begin on May 15, 2023. Application reviews will continue until the 

position is filled.  

 

Located in downtown Atlanta and designated as a minority-serving institution, Georgia State 

University has one of the most diverse student bodies in the nation and is nationally recognized for 

its record in student success regardless of race, ethnicity, and income level. Lecturers at Georgia 

State University are full-time non-tenure track faculty with both teaching and service responsibilities 

who directly contribute to this mission of educating a highly diverse student body. Lecturers have the 

opportunity for promotion to Senior Lecturer and Principal Senior Lecturer. Our lecturers are full 

members of the department’s intellectual community and leadership team. The College of Arts & 

Sciences supports professional success for all faculty through mentoring programs and representation 

of faculty from all ranks in college-level program development. Georgia State is an institutional 

member of the National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity. Women and minorities are 

especially encouraged to apply.  

 

The Department of Applied Linguistics and ESL is committed to enhancing its research and 

instructional excellence by increasing the diversity of its faculty. Our MA in Applied Linguistics 

program was recently honored by the U.S. Department of State as being a top producer of English 

Language Fellows. For further information about our programs, visit our department’s website at 

http://alsl.gsu.edu/. Offer of employment is conditional upon background verification. Please direct 

questions to the search committee chair, Dr. YouJin Kim at ykim39@gsu.edu. 

http://alsl.gsu.edu/

